MATE-XT
Muscular Aiding Tech Exoskeleton
MATE-XT FITS YOUR BODY, GIVING YOU THE FREEDOM TO MOVE

New shoulder length regulation design

Ergonomically designed cuffs

High-tech, lightweight carbon-fiber structure

Breathable fabrics

Intuitive lock/unlock mechanism for easy donning/doffing

Intuitive labels for regulations and adjustments

Slim active box design

NOW, WE WEAR A REVOLUTIONARY TOOL
MATE-XT WORKS WHEN, WHERE AND HOW YOU DO.
EXTREMELY ERGONOMIC, EVERYWHERE

- Highly Breathable
- Lightweight Structure
- Low Encumbrance
- Effortless Donning and Doffing
- Multiple Assistance Levels
- Repeatable and Easy-to-Use Adjustments
- Certified Ergonomics
- Highly Comfortable Cuffs

External Resistance
- Dust & Dirty
- Waterproof
- UV Protection
- Outdoor Environment
Local distributor

Made in Comau
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